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Problem Statement
Machine Learning is quickly becoming one of the biggest fields in the world of computer
science. However not everybody has access to powerful CPUs to run their complex machine
learning algorithms on. The advent of distributed computing proves to be a possible solution that
would democratize machine learning, allowing everyone to run algorithms regardless of their
computer's specifications. Though the field of distributed computing is quickly growing, there is
yet to be a model that accurately and efficiently runs a machine learning algorithm on multiple
nodes collaboratively.
Background
Currently in order to address the necessity of powerful CPUs for machine learning
algorithms, researchers have proposed various distributed computing solutions. In order to
consider a protocol or system an adequate solution to distributed machine learning, I designated
a few requirements to be satisfied.
Requirements
1) Fault Tolerance
2) Data Privacy
3) High Accuracy
4) Efficiency
Fault tolerance is the ability of the algorithm to work regardless of missing nodes.
Research on distributed machine learning proves to have much significance in the future as
distributed computation democratizes machine learning. This would allow anyone to be able to
create their own machine learning algorithms.
Data Parallelism & Parameter Servers
Initially proposed by researchers at Carnegie Mellon University, data parallelism works
by splitting the training data for the machine learning model in mini-batches to perform
distributed machine learning(Li, 2014). These batches are then distributed among the
nodes(external computers), each individual node will calculate the accompanying gradients for
their dataset. Gradients are the values in a neural network that optimize the accuracy and
minimize loss. These respective gradients are then passed onto an overruling parameter server,
which calculates the weighted average of the gradients and passes the updated model back to the
worker nodes (Illustrated Below).

With the concept of parameter servers there is the advantage of improved accuracy for the
machine learning model as each node is performing the learning individually. However, this
specific design fails to pass the requirement of fault tolerance as if one of the worker nodes
wasn't present the parameter server would not be able to conduct the gradient calculations.
Another inherent problem with parameter servers is that it introduces additional latency as each
worker has to pass the data to the parameter server and wait for its response. Also parameter
servers are inherently centralized so it is not reasonable on a larger scale involving more worker
nodes.
Model Parallelism
In model parallelism rather than splitting up the data into batches, the machine learning
model itself is split into parts and distributed among different systems. So rather than each
system running the model synchronously, model parallelism runs serially as each part of the
machine learning model depends on the prior results. With model parallelism a neural network’s
layers would be split across various different nodes and the last node would have the model's
parameters.

Contrary to its name, model parallelism doesn't truly run in parallel but rather in a serial
pattern. In a study by researchers at Taiwan University, they constructed a deep neural network
that implemented model parallelism(Chen, 2019). However the researchers noticed that the
neural network had poor efficiency due to its back propagation feature. Back propagation is the
process of propagating the calculated cost of the neural network back through its prior layers to
recalculate gradients. Each time the model used back propagation its efficiency sunk, as the
layers were spread across various GPUs(nodes) which increased latency. The researchers also
noted that model parallelism is not fault tolerant as each GPU is required to run a specific layer
so if one was missing the machine learning model would not work. Since model parallelism is
inherently inefficient and not fault tolerant it is not a viable method of distributed machine
learning.
Inter-Batch Pipelining
In order to combat the problems that arise from back propagation, the concept of
inter-batch pipelining was developed by researchers from Stanford University(Narayanan, 2019).
Inter-batch pipelining is the process of scheduling forward and backward passes of different
mini-batches concurrently through different workers. This way no worker is sitting idle after
completing the training for their specific minibatch. However this model developed by the
researchers was meant for data parallelism and hasn't been developed for model parallelism so it
still isn't an option.

Materials
The research project required a variety of materials that are essential to the development
environment as well as the testing of the program. In order to perform the programming and host
a python script, a linux machine from Amazon Web Services(AWS) was implemented through
their workspaces product. The language the program was written in was Python 3.7 which was
used in conjunction with TensorFlow 2 for the machine learning functionality. Along with
TensorFlow the research project used the python package Horovod by uber which is the library
responsible for the distributed data parallelism. In order to connect various nodes together
OpenMPI an open source library was used to transfer data between nodes. However any
implementation of MPI (Message Passage Interface) is acceptable for the program. For the
various nodes used in the project itself, DLAMI EC2 instances from AWS were implemented.
DLAMI instances are deep learning amazon machine images which are servers which a machine
learning environment already set up for development. For the actual machine learning models
that were tested on the network, the MNIST database from TensorFlow was used.
Methods
To conduct decentralized distributed machine learning various algorithms and methods were
used to connect nodes and run the script.
Setting up MPICluter
Prior to the start of any development, the nodes had to be set up to run the machine learning
models on. All the nodes(servers) that were used throughout the research project were DLAMI
EC2 instances from AWS. These instances were initialized through SSH and their private IP’s
were documented. In order to improve efficiency all instances also downloaded a local version of
the MNIST dataset to take the stress of the algorithm itself.
Horovod Program & Convolutional Neural Network
The program to conduct the actual machine learning used the Horovod library to conduct the
adapted data parallelism. The initial machine learning model used was a convolutional neural
network(CNN) taken from TensorFlow’s github repository. Along with raw code required for the
ML model, Horovod also requires a hosts file for multi-node GPU training. The private IP’s from
the EC2 instances were entered into the Horovod hosts files. Some aspects of the CNN were
changed in order to standardize results against a single node running a CNN. The CNN’s
hyperparameters had to be changed as the learning rate of the neural network was not
proportional to the amount of data it was processing. For the research project 2 worker nodes
were used to conduct the actual machine learning processing so the data would be split into two
equal mini batches. To accommodate for the smaller amount of data, the learning rate of the
worker nodes was proportionally halved as the learning rate is dependent on the confidence in

each adjustment to the gradients which would be reduced due to less data. This proportionality is
outlined in this research paper by Facebook(Goyal, 2018).
Adapted Data Parallelism
The program itself utilized the concept of data parallelism in order to conduct the actual
distributed machine learning. Data parallelism is the process of dividing the training data into
mini batches and having each worker node run their machine learning model on the smaller set
of data. After these models are done running a parameter server will aggregate the gradients and
establish a fully trained machine learning model by taking a weighted sum of the gradients.
However in this research project, a different form of data parallelism was used that decentralizes
the process so that all nodes will have a fully trained model. This adapted data parallelism
leverages OpenMPI technology and the Baidu Ring All-Reduce algorithm(Gibiansky, 2018). The
OpenMPI library was used to communicate between nodes directly rather than through an
overruling parameter server. The ring all-reduce algorithm was implemented by having each
node transfer their gradients [node-1] in a ring pattern and performa reduction operation. By the
end each node will have a reduced copy of all the gradients. Then a simple weighted mean is
taken by every node in the ring which results in the gradients to the trained machine learning
model.
Results
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Discussion
Throughout the testing of the distributed learning protocol, I used the MNIST database provided
by the Keras framework. The MNIST database contains images of the numbers 1-9 so the neural
network can be trained to identify handwritten digits. For the majority of the testing a 4 layered
deep neural network that implemented the HVD-Adam optimizer was used. The testing was done
for 3 different iterations of the protocol: 2 local processes on GPU, 4 Multi-Node, and 3
Multi-Node. For each of the different tests I adjusted the learning rate based on the amount of
processes as more processes results in smaller batches of test data.
Each of the tests has their loss functions graphed over the training epochs and were used to
verify whether there was any difference in accuracy between single and multi-node neural
network training. While the neural network run on the 4 node network had the lowest loss, it
wasn't significant enough to warrant a difference from the local training. However there was a

clear difference in time to compute when using the multi-node network. Since the multiple node
network has multiple GPU’s that are each processing mini-batches of data they essentially had
more cores. The data reflected this claim because as the number of theoretical cores for
processing increased the time to complete training decreased. The improvement in efficiency was
approximately 677% between the local node and the four node process however there was only a
400% increase in the computing power. This can be explained by the Horovod technologies
framework that uses OpenMPI to interact between nodes. Since OpenMPI only distributed
minibatches of the dataset each respective node is performing less computation than the local
network so it will be more efficient.
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